FLEXGUARD is a single sided retro fitted barrier system designed to protect motorcycles from travelling beneath road side barriers.

- Fully tested to EN1317 for UK highways
- Can be fitted to existing barrier systems
- Cost effective solution
- Low cost installation for both new and existing barriers

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR INFORMATION ON OUR PRODUCT RANGE ...
Notes:

a) Attach Hangars to FlexBeam at 2m centres (+/-40mm tolerance allowed to avoid post strain) using CM031 test assemblies so that there is one positioned each joint of the Flexguard beam and one in the centre.

b) If no hanger can be positioned on the joint of the Flexguard Beam then Fixing CM072 must be used at the centre of the joint.

FlexGuard
General Arrangement of FlexGuard motorcycle beam attached to Flex-beam Single Sided VRS.
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